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Deadly Jewel
A perfect pass-along companion to GRACE, Shaped by Grace introduces readers to a message that is more than we
deserve, greater than we imagine. Including a clear presentation of the Gospel message, this booklet offers the perfect
starting point on a lifetime of grace discovery.

Courage
Art Hilmo was a teenage boy in Norway when the Nazis invaded and began to take the Jewish families to concentration
camps. Knowing their lives were at stake, Art's family decided they would risk everything to help these poor Jewish people.

A Brave Bear
Taylor Armstrong, star of The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills on Bravo, pulls back the curtain on the years she suffered in
silence through domestic violence in this searingly honest account of her troubled marriage to the late Russell Armstrong.
The terrible truth is that I felt lost without the control that Russell had imposed on me for the nearly six years that we were
married. Disturbingly, I missed that control. I didn’t know what to do once I had no one there to tell me how to dress, act,
and behave; what to want; and who, even, to be. In some ways, I missed the abuse. I missed the pain. I missed being
scared. Not because I liked feeling any of that. But because it was the life I had become accustomed to, and without anyone
to be afraid of, to apologize to, and to cover for, I felt completely lost. Reality hit Taylor Armstrong hard one tragic evening
last August when she found the body of her estranged husband, Russell, hanging in his California home. Fans across the
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country were shocked at the horrific news of his death and even more shocked to discover that behind the glittering
“reality” of Taylor’s life on The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills lurked a painful story of emotional and physical abuse that
she had been terrified to tell. To the outside world, the Armstrongs lived like royalty, throwing lavish parties—including a
memorable tea party for their daughter’s fourth birthday—and mingling with their privileged Housewives co-stars. It was
impossible to hide the cracks in their marriage from the cameras forever, though, and their darkest secrets slowly began to
seep through the gilded façade. With searing honesty, Taylor candidly examines her difficult journey from the abusive home
in which she was born to the low self-esteem that kept her constantly on the run from herself, to the tumultuous marriage
that ended in suicide, and ultimately to her realization that only by sharing her moving story could she help other women.

To Be Inspired
20 Courageous Men is a great book for all ages from young boys to grown men. 20 different stories from 20 completely
different men about how they overcame obstacles, circumstances and brokenness to be successful today. This book covers
a wide range of topics that fits across all paths in life. Every young male should read this book to ensure them that they to
can be courageous enough and have the same audacity to overcome any obstacle or circumstance to succeed. No excuses,
there's no other way but to succeed, the choice is yours.

The Story of the Monster and Little Cat Peter!
We live in a world of expectations, where any deviation from the norm can make us feel outcast and alone. Anxiety,
depression, and pain become our constant companions, and it can seem scary if not impossible to know where to go next.
Yet sometimes the bravest thing you can do is take the next step in front of you. In Finding Brave, author Jamie Taylor
shares her own compelling and inspiring story of living for ten years with physical and mental chains around her body, as
she struggles with anxiety, depression, and loneliness before opening her heart to God and discovering a renewed bravery
in faith. Jamie explains how trusting in God and giving up control is the answer to that longing for healing, and she offers
personal anecdotes and practical solutions for those living with mental health issues. While the struggle with mental health
issues may not end, God’s faithful love is enduring and strong. If you or someone you love is facing anxiety and
depression—and you are seeking to understand the experience—then Jamie’s story of hope and healing can help you
discover who you are in Christ and start living from a place of trust. Because only when Christ sets us free are we truly free
take the next step and live the purpose he intended for us.

Life in Rewind
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The story of the monsters involves two brother cats Collins the elder brother and Peter. Peter was a very naive cat who
always depended on his brother Collins for protection. He could not go anywhere without Collins. One day as they were
taking a walk they met a female cat called Bobby whom they were very afraid of. The cat scared them when he spoke to a
monster. Peter was very afraid of monsters. So as they walked round the garden in the neighborhood, Collins was
kidnapped by the monster and Peter was left alone. He was very worried and started searching for Collins without success.
Suddenly, Peter decided to seek help from the female cat who he was afraid of. He had to put his fears aside and approach
bobby for help. So as they searched for Collins together with another friend, eventually both Bobby and his friend were
kidnapped by the monsters and Peter is left with nobody to help him. He had learnt so much since Collins was kidnapped
and he was now brave to search for his brother and his friends. We walked to the woods of the monsters and when he got
there, the big monster tried to threaten him but he was not afraid. He confronted the monster and eventually rescued his
brother Collins and his friends. They walked back to their garden happily and Collins was happy that his brother had
become a brave cat. The story gives children the courage to face the world and overcome fears. Some children depend
entirely on their parents or older people for help and when they encounter a problem on their own, they cannot handle it.
We learn from Peter that nothing is impossible and our fears can make us stronger and fearless. It is all about building
confidence in us.

Women Who Dared
A Story About Courage & Bravery Sonny is just a regular boy until one day he finds a conch shell on the beach. He hears a
faint voice coming from the shell. It's a knight that has been trapped in there for many years. Will Sonny be brave enough
to go on the adventure needed to save the knight? Excellent storybook for early & beginning readers, reading aloud at
home, and as a bedtime story. Perfect for a bedtime story for kids Excellent for early and beginner readers Includes a
coloring book Bright and colorful images for early and younger readers This book is great for quick bedtime story or to be
read aloud with friends and family! Best-Selling Children's Book Author, Arnie Lightning Arnie Lightning is a best-selling
children's book author with a straightforward goal. He wants his work to create a positive impact in the lives of others
through children's books. Learning morals, lessons, and good character can start at a young age. Arnie's books reflect this.
By providing a comfortable and entertaining environment, learning can be a fun activity! Scroll up and click 'buy' to spend
some quality time with your child!

The Story of Kennett By Bayard Taylor
Gracia Hablamos como si entendiéramos el término. El banco nos da un periodo de gracia. El político sórdido cae en
desgracia. Los músicos hablan de una nota ornamental. Decimos que una bailarina se mueve con gracia y que un payaso
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que tiene gracia es gracioso. Usamos esta palabra para hospitales y como nombre de pila para las niñas, con ella nos
referimos a los reyes, y damos gracias antes de comer. Hablamos como si supiéramos lo que significa la gracia. El exitoso
autor, Max Lucado, dice que nos conformamos con una gracia cualquiera, una gracia que es como un pez dorado que se
queda en su pecera sobre el estante y nunca causa problemas ni demanda atención. Gracia significa mucho más de lo que
pensamos, y en su nuevo libro Lucado comparte las verdades de este mensaje fundamental de su ministerio. El autor
desafía a los lectores no solo a recibir la gracia, sino a ser cambiados por la gracia. Moldeados por la gracia. Fortalecidos
por la gracia. Animados por la gracia. Ablandados por la gracia. Tomados a la fuerza por la nuca y sacudidos hasta los
sentidos por la gracia.

A Secret Journey
A promise kept is like the twinkling stars in the night sky: a constant reminder of something important that makes you who
you are.Can nine-year-old Tutti keep a promise-and a secret? Her family's life may depend on it.In the early 1930s, life for
the Jews is on the brink of ruin: Hitler has come to power, and the golden memories of happy times are fading fast. One
young couple, Margret and Heinz Lichtenstern, decide to flee Germany with their parents and daughter, Tutti. They move to
Amsterdam, where Heinz is able to continue his work and where there seems to be hope for the future. Two years later,
Tutti's brother is born, and the family is prospering.But then Germany invades the Netherlands. And in the pre-dawn hours
of May 10, 1940, the Lichtensterns suddenly learn that they have not moved far enough. This is the true story of what the
Lichtensterns endured under the Nazis. Told by Tutti's daughter, Heidi, and filled with historical documents and photos, it
vividly recreates how one family conquered fear and heartbreak to survive. Theirs is a tale of both unimaginable
devastation and lucky surprises-raids, sabotage, helpful friends and strangers, and a very special gift.One family. One
remarkable story. And in the end, a promise kept.

Dance of Stone
Late twelfth-century England: a country of divided loyalties while the Lionheart is on crusade. Hugh de Barham, master
mason at Wells, walks a dangerous path between Glastonbury and Wells as the two vie for supremacy, a path made more
dangerous still by the fact that Hugh, if he could, would share his bed not with women but with men. The only way to stay
safe is to keep his head down, but building the church of his dreams is no way to do that: and then there is Arnaut l'Occitan.
What does this stranger from Provence want with Hugh? And can he, or anyone, be trusted?

Invasion of Privacy
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Bruce the Brave
Do you find it easier to face the day when you know God is with you? Max Lucado believes it is! In God Is With You Every
Day, Max uses his signature reassuring and encouraging voice, paired with practical, relevant, and personal messaging, to
remind you that God is with you every day. This 365-day devotional begins each week with a prayer and scripture, followed
by six days of devotions and scripture for reflection. Weaving messages of comfort, grace, and encouragement, this book is
wonderful for: Anyone who wants a fresh infusion of faith to start each day Those walking through difficult seasons of life
such as loneliness, grief, or change People in need of courage to face each day God Is With You Every Day makes a great:
Self-purchase for those needing an extra pick-me-up or Max Lucado fans Inspirational gift for friends and family walking
through a tough season, experiencing loss, or overwhelmed by life's challenges

Daunted Courage
Certain that the face she has seen on a news broadcast from Rome is that of her dead lover, English aristocrat Charles
Devereaux, television war correspondent Nicky Wells embarks on a quest to discover the truth. Reissue.

Taylor's Gift
This is a true story of the death of a child through homicide. It is about a mother's healing journey and the pivotal decisions
she had to make in order to survive her son's death. It is about betrayal, and a shocking verdict but it's also about love,
courage, and faith. It is hope for survival and inspiration for revival for those that are suffering a similar loss. "Unforgettable.
The layers of grief are too exquisite for words but Sandra finds a way to the depth of her soul and describes the torment
with such clarity you will not soon forget. Her haunting dreams will stay with you long after you have finished this
extraordinary story of love, betrayal, courage, and hope. "Tiers of Sorrow" is one of the most heartbreakingly beautiful true
stories you will ever read." -Wayne Cooper, Author and Publisher / Levita Media "Sandra is on a mission. After the violent
death of her young adult son, she has armed herself with weapons from another world. Sandra has discovered the keys to
hope and wellbeing but not until after experiencing utter grief and pain herself. A wounded healer knows how to reach the
hurting. She has traveled the journey of deep sorrow and injustice and has come through it with startling understanding and
strength. I recommend this book to the professionals who help crime victims and their families but, mostly, this story has
the power to minister to anyone who suffers the loss of a loved one from a shooting, stabbing, or violent crime." -Margaret
Montreuil, Speaker and Author, God in Sandals, God with Us, His Kingdome Come, and coming soon, Come & See "Deeply
moving yet chilling. Tiers of Sorrow compels the reader to set aside petty, insignificant differences with loved ones and
cherish every moment as the gift it is. It demonstrates courage in the face of heart wrenching circumstances that inspires
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hope us all." -M. Ann Bruce, Author, Director, Producer

Canadian Escapades-- Kanadische Eskapaden
Petey tries his best to get along with the other pigs, but they don't treat him very well. You see, Petey is different. He's
purple. Try as he might, Petey just can't seem to fit in. Then one day he wonders away from his farm and he finds a new
playground where things are very different. Join Petey for his new adventure, where he learns that everyone can be loved
and accepted--even if they are purple.

Finding Brave
Where's Stephanie? is about a grandmother's hope to be reunited with her granddaughter, who was given up for adoption.
When her granddaughter Stephanie was born, Anna Weber got to hold her before saying goodbye. Longing to see her
granddaughter again, she placed clues in unlikely places, including a letter in Stephanie's Social Services file, hoping that
one day, by some miracle, Stephanie would follow the clues and find her. Based on actual events, this inspirational novel
follows Anna on a long journey about loss, separation, and the power of redemption. Realizing others are facing similar
situations, Livingston provides readers with a list of adoption groups that can help in search for surrendered family
members.

Where's Stephanie?
Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) affects millions of people around the world every year. Brain injury, however, is a family affair.
Mothers, fathers, sons and daughters - all are touched in some way when brain injury becomes part of life. This is a
collection of stories by souls who have found a way to live life after TBI. You'll read story after story of people - people just
like you and me - who have found the ability to build meaningful lives. There is life after Traumatic Brain Injury. Prepare to
be inspired! Thank you to our contributors: Nancy Bauser, Donna Becke, Patrick Brigham, Steve Brydon, John Byler, Laura
Chagnon, Amiee M. Duffy, Grant Evans, David A. Grant, Cheryl Green, Natalie Griffith, Donna Hafner, Kylie Hammon, Nancy
Hueber, Mike Jennings, Nathalie Kelly, Dr. Katherine Kimes, Sara E. Lewis, Brian Maram, Joan Miller, Terri Mongait, Norma
Myers, Drew Palavage, Wendy Proctor, Rosemary Rawlins, Melissa Robison, Doug Rowe, Deborah Schlag, Jeff Sebell,
Shannon Sharman, Barbara Stahura, Carole Starr, Michael Strand, Jessica E. Taylor, Valerie Van Selous, Barbara J. Webster,
Jennifer White & Amy Zellmer.

Inspiration for 50 Years
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The Fastest Bicycle Rider in the World
This magical children's story is based on the author's true life encounter with backyard fairies as a young girl. Hand painted
illustrations highlight a sense of wonder and mystery. A great book for children and their families who love imaginative play
and creativity.

Hiding from Reality
The Backyard Fairies
Though he achieved literary acclaim as a dramatist, most notably with the timeless children's classic Peter Pan, author J. M.
Barrie tackled many subjects over the course of his career, often grappling with philosophical and psychological topics. The
breadth of his intellect is on full display in Courage, which is the text of a stirring and inspirational speech he delivered to a
group of graduating college students in the early 1920s.

Tutti's Promise
In early 1963, Jake Townley had very little to show for a man in his early 40s. His business efforts had not met with success
and his family barely had enough food on the table. Yet, he placed his faith in the Lord. And once the Lord moved, a success
story began to unfold and continues today - a story of overcoming - a story of encouragement - a story of tenacity - a story
of the Baptism of the Holy Spirit and Fire - a story of empowerment that leads to excellence - a story of love for family, the
Savior and of the fellow man - a story of vision, staying power and grit, persistence, consistency and the value of work - a
story of faith - and a story of blessing. Again, 50 years later, the faith operation component of Townley Engineering &
Manufacturing Company is as strong as when Jake placed his foot on the sandy soils of East Lake Weir, Florida. And one
man's stubborn faith has positively affected thousands of men, women and children in a number of communities across the
United States and the world. If The Lord Wills, the future for the Townley Company and for its team of dedicated people will
be a continuation of the faith journey which began 50 years ago. Toro Townley's outlook for the future is bright. "We have
experienced monumental challenges in the past. We now have monumental opportunities in the future." This book is a
written testament to the history of the Townley Company and its amazing journey thus far as the company prepares for the
future.
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20 Courageous Men
Jackson interweaves listening techniques with spiritual principles that emphasize the importance of listening and provide a
framework for more effective listening.

Moon Over Taylor's Ridge
This heartwarming tale tells of Danny Morgan, who learns the meaning of courage and friendship when he is confronted by,
and befriends, the schoolyard bully. With dignity, wit, and compassion, Danny's mentor shows him that he cannot solve his
problems by running away — or by becoming a bully himself.

Gracia
Synopsis coming soon.

Beautiful Seduction
Documents the struggles of a twenty-four-year-old athlete whose life was halted by a debilitating form of OCD and the
painful journey toward recovery he made with the assistance and friendship of a dedicated Harvard physician.

The Jubilee Story of the China Inland Mission
Shaped By Grace
Zokar Rizian is a cold-blooded murderer and a self-seeking scavenger. But in committing an unexpected act of friendship,
he becomes an unlikely hero. Laura St James is just a pretty young girl trying, with little luck, to be just like everybody else.
She does not consider herself a terrorist. But with one impulsive act, all that changes and she becomes an unlikely villain.
These two just can't get it right. Things get a whole lot messier when they are forced into an uneasy alliance to protect a
planet called Earth, that nobody else thinks is worth saving. The story begins with a dying soldier's confession of what he
saw at Area 51.
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Tiers of Sorrow
Women have been doing amazing, daring, and dangerous things for years, but they're rarely mentioned in our history
books as adventurers, daredevils, or rebels. This new compilation of brief biographies features women throughout history
who have risked their lives for adventure—many of whom you may not know, but all of whom you'll WANT to know, such as:
• Annie Edson Taylor, the first person who dared to go over Niagara Falls in a barrel • Valentina Tereshkova, the first
woman who dared to fly in space • Helen Gibson, the first woman who dared to be a professional stunt person • And many
more! This is the perfect read for anyone who wants to know what it means to explore, discover, play, climb, and fight like a
girl!

Secret of the Peaceful Warrior
This is a most touching and emotional true story. of the author's battle with cancer.It is a detailed and personal account of
how a very strong believer and family-oriented woman beat ovarian cancer. Although that type of cancer historically
develops rapidly and has devastating effects, this true story shows how faith, family and love are a powerful force to reckon
with. A must read for anyone with or without an illness! Eight years hence she is Cancer Free.It shows what faith in God can
do. God is really alive and can work miracles in our lives. We just have to believe. The Author relates events when her life
and financial well-being were threatened by this dreadful disease. Her strong faith in God saw her through all the trials she
had to undergo during her several months of treatment. Writing this book gives her the opportunity to demonstrate to
others the meaning of prayer and family unity . Eight years hence, she is now Cancer Free and wants to shout it to the
world.The book serves as an inspiration for those in a similar situation to not give up but trust in god and continue fighting.
She especially wants to acknowledge her loving husband who was a pillar of support throughout her ordeal.

God Is With You Every Day
What do you do when your dreams are right in front of you, but you can't reach them? Do you put everything else to the
side and go for it? What if going for it, means losing everything you have now? Sean and Shireece Willis face this very
question as they try to find their way through the maze of life's desires. Will the seduction of having all they ever wanted,
be more than either of them can resist? When the final curtain closes, will the risk be worth the end result Sea's only desire
is to be a better husband and father than his father was. But, after years of trying and no baby, he focuses his attention on
his career. Shireece is tired of being a Single Wife. Though she was raised to stand by her husband at all costs, she is
determined to make something of her time, with or without Sean's approval. When Sean receives a promotion, it turns out
to be more than even he could of anticipated. More money more problemsor is it the time he is spending away from his wife
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with his new sultry personal assistant, that's the real problem? With Sean gone for weeks at a time, Shireece takes it as a
sign and jumps in feet first to pursue the dreams she left behind, to be the wife she thought she needed to be. But, when
her producer wakes up naked, with no memory of how he got there, and Shireece, is the first face he sees, have they
crossed the line of no return? What will the couple everyone loves to hate, do when their secrets start to escape? Keep up
with the rest of the Beautiful Mess CharactersHow is Tierra handling her new position as president of Baxwell Enterprises?
Will Qu help his sister convince their parents to allow her to go to college so far from their watchful eye? What will Vito do
when propositioned to help one friend deceive another? Find out in the 1st sequel in the Beautiful Mess Series

Petey, the Purple Pig
Are you ready to move from insecure to God secure? From regret riddled to better-because-of-it? From afraid to die to ready
to fly? Today, find freedom in God’s grace. We often talk about grace, but do we really understand it? Grace politely
occupies a phrase in a hymn and fits nicely on a church sign. It never causes trouble or demands a response. When asked,
“Do you believe in grace?” who could say no? Bestselling author and pastor Max Lucado helps us dive deeper into what it
means to be changed by grace. God’s grace has a drenching about it. A wildness about it. A white-water, riptide, turn-youupside-downness about it. Grace comes after you. It rewires you. In this book, you will learn: Grace is everything Jesus You
belong to Jesus Jesus lives in you You will increasingly grow more like Jesus There is nothing you can do to get grace—grace
gets you Grace is the voice that calls us to change and then gives us the power to pull it off. Have you been shaped,
emboldened, and softened by grace? Let’s make certain grace gets you.

Code of Silence
In this illuminating and deeply moving memoir, a former American military intelligence officer goes beyond traditional Cold
War espionage tales to tell the true story of her family—of five women separated by the Iron Curtain for more than forty
years, and their miraculous reunion after the fall of the Berlin Wall. Forty Autumns makes visceral the pain and longing of
one family forced to live apart in a world divided by two. At twenty, Hanna escaped from East to West Germany. But the
price of freedom—leaving behind her parents, eight siblings, and family home—was heartbreaking. Uprooted, Hanna
eventually moved to America, where she settled down with her husband and had children of her own. Growing up near
Washington, D.C., Hanna’s daughter, Nina Willner became the first female Army Intelligence Officer to lead sensitive
intelligence operations in East Berlin at the height of the Cold War. Though only a few miles separated American Nina and
her German relatives—grandmother Oma, Aunt Heidi, and cousin, Cordula, a member of the East German Olympic training
team—a bitter political war kept them apart. In Forty Autumns, Nina recounts her family’s story—five ordinary lives buffeted
by circumstances beyond their control. She takes us deep into the tumultuous and terrifying world of East Germany under
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Communist rule, revealing both the cruel reality her relatives endured and her own experiences as an intelligence officer,
running secret operations behind the Berlin Wall that put her life at risk. A personal look at a tenuous era that divided a city
and a nation, and continues to haunt us, Forty Autumns is an intimate and beautifully written story of courage, resilience,
and love—of five women whose spirits could not be broken, and who fought to preserve what matters most: family. Forty
Autumns is illustrated with dozens of black-and-white and color photographs.

Forty Autumns
Your private life is streamed live to a global audience. But no one told you about the cameras hidden in your home. And
now a killer is watching, learning, planning . . . The brutal murder of a beautiful young cellist has stumped DI Jenny Price.
How did the killer know the victim's most intimate dreams to lure her so convincingly to her death. Out of leads, Jenny
reluctantly accepts the aid of antisocial but attractive witness Brody Taylor, who has come forward with a bizarre theory
about hidden webcams broadcasting online from thousands of homes across the country. But Jenny is unaware that the
charming Brody is under cover on his own covert operation. An up-to-the-minute crime thriller that exposes the dark side of
life online. WHAT OTHERS SAY ABOUT INVASION OF PRIVACY: “I am a little sad it is over but still buzzing from the superb
finale. Looking forward to the next adventure.” "Sutherland deftly weaves dramatic, humanly plausible police procedurals
with very high-level hackery to form a novel both intricately plotted and meticulously produced.” "One of the best debut
novels I have read. Crime, murder, sex, friendship, twist and turns, highs and lows are abundant throughout this book.” "If
the producers of Homeland or 24 are looking for the next, and very relevant, topical and addictive series, look no further.”

Belle Dame Sans Merci
In March 2010, thirteen-year-old Taylor Storch's life was tragically cut short by a skiing accident. With only a few minutes to
consider their options, her grieving family made the life-changing decision to donate her organs. Knowing Taylor's caring
spirit, they were sure this was what she would have wanted. Over the course of the next two years, Tara and Todd Storch
connected with four of the five people who now live because of Taylor's gift. And through these encounters, the Storches
have discovered unexpected blessings that are changing countless lives. Now Tara and Todd share their inspiring story,
shining a light at the end of the tunnel for those enduring the suffering of losing a loved one. Through the stories of the
donor recipients, readers will discover hope in the midst of pain. Honest with their struggles, the Storches show readers that
life is a gift and our response to grief is a choice. They also speak with a clear voice about the importance and the blessing
of being an organ donor, telling the inspiring story of the creation of Taylor's Gift Foundation and its goals to raise
awareness of the need for organ donation, to re-gift life, renew health, and restore families. They are changing the
conversation around the globe that organ donation is not about death--it's about life! Foreword by Max Lucado.
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Sonny the Brave Knight
Grace
I Am Cancer Free
Avie Williams Cole has a mission: take a quick trip to Georgia to settle her father's estate. Too busy to go, her attorney
husband, Michael, sends her off with their asthmatic son, Joseph, to keep her company. In tiny Taylor's Crossing, Avie
settles in but is soon thrown off course by overbearing and meddling family members and her son's fascination with a
legendary Cherokee Silver mine. Their search for the silver mine leads her up to Taylor's Ridge and to a new friend, Will. As
her stay lengthens, her life begins to unravel even as she begins to blossom and make new friends. For the first time in her
life, she must learn to stand on her own and find her way. Will she stay with her husband, or choose a new love? And how
can she hold on to the red land she cherishes?

The Gift to Listen, the Courage to Hear
Bruce the Brave is a heartwarming children's tale about an adventurous little boy who isn't afraid of anything or so he
thinks. Together with his valiant dog, the crime-fighting, hero-swaggering duo encounter the most hair-raising expeditions.
The two heroes fight pirates at sea, extinguish raging fires, restore peace to a medieval kingdom, and ride throughout the
Wild West. There is nothing, it seems, that frightens Bruce. Then one night a storm rolls in. And as the thunder crashes,
Bruce discovers that he is, indeed, fearful. Authored by writer and blogger, Shalene Roberts, this beautifully penned, fully
illustrated children's book is an endearing story of courage and faith. Written for audiences of all ages, it gives children the
permission to feel frightened in the face of fear and then points them to God who promises to give them a spirit of power,
not a spirit of fear. Bruce the Brave is sure to become a well-loved classic by both children and adults alike.

Remember
Sometimes the best way to understand history is to ride a bicycle through it. Daunted Courage tells the story of an
adventurous father and his two young children who spend a summer re-tracing the Lewis and Clark Trail, first by car then
by bike. Offering entertaining insights into the most famous expedition in U.S. history - and into raising resilient children the story takes the reader on a thoroughly enjoyable ride. Is 1,700 miles too far to cycle for a twelve-year-old boy and sixPage 12/14
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year-old girl? Can they really pedal over the Rocky Mountains all the way to the Pacific Ocean? Charles Scott and his kids
were daunted, but decided to try anyway, telling people, "Kids can do a whole lot more than most adults think." And like
any good adventure, things did not always go as planned. Daunted Courage mixes danger, history, child-rearing, and the
travails of exploring the unknown into a grand tale that will leave you wanting to go out and create your own adventure.
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